D. RMV License and Identification cards

Below are images of all the licenses and identification cards that the RMV issues.

The barcodes on the license or ID card include a machine readable version of the text on the front of the card, the card issuer (MA), the Julian date of manufacture request, the license/ID card number, the document type identifier (license or ID card), and the factory remake count.
REAL ID Cards and Standard Massachusetts Cards

Below are images that show the differences between REAL ID Cards and Standard Massachusetts Cards.

REAL ID Cards (both driver's licenses and Massachusetts ID Cards, but not Liquor ID Cards) have a star indicator on the top right corner.

Beginning October 1, 2021, you will need a REAL ID, or other acceptable ID such as a valid passport, to fly within the United States. See page 2 for more information.

REAL ID Driver's License Card

Standard Massachusetts Cards (both driver's licenses and ID Cards) have text indicating "NOT FOR FEDERAL ID".

Standard Massachusetts Driver's License Card